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Third Quarter

- Revenue growth of 7% excluding foreign exchange (5% including FX)
- Revenue growth by segment excluding FX: STMS 8%, P/T 7%, HE 2%
- Adjusted EPS growth of 22% excluding FX; a $0.10 current year charge related to Borders; and a $0.03 impairment and restructuring charge reported in the prior year
- Reported EPS growth of 4% including FX (13% excluding FX)

Nine Months

- Revenue up 5% excluding FX (3% including FX)
- Adjusted EPS growth of 20% excluding FX; a $0.10 current year charge related to Borders; and a $0.17 impairment and restructuring charge reported in the prior year
- Reported EPS growth of 20% including FX (25% excluding FX)
- Net debt (long term debt less cash and cash equivalents) reduced by $243 million from prior year to $326 million
- Free cash flow increased 19% to $206 million

Outlook

- Reiterating full-year FX neutral outlook of mid-single-digit revenue growth. Adjusted EPS growth of approximately 10% from a base of $2.58 last year excluding the $0.07 tax benefit in Q1 and the $0.10 Borders charge in Q3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change</th>
<th>$ millions</th>
<th>FY11</th>
<th>FY10 Excluding FX</th>
<th>Including FX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Revenue:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>9 Months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>$448</td>
<td>$1,298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Months Revenue</td>
<td>$427</td>
<td>$1,263</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Adjusted EPS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>9 Months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted EPS</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Months Adjusted EPS</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reported EPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>9 Months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reported EPS</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Months Reported EPS</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Excludes a $0.10 per share bad debt charge related to Borders in the third quarter of FY11. Excludes impairment and restructuring charges reported in the third quarter and nine month periods of FY10 of $0.03 and $0.17 per share, respectively. Both Adjusted and Reported EPS include a $0.07 per share deferred income tax benefit in the first quarter of FY11.

Note: For comparability to our full year guidance, nine month EPS grew 17% excluding the negative effect of FX; the $0.07 per share first quarter UK statutory tax benefit; the $0.10 per share bad debt charge; and prior year impairment and restructuring charges of $0.17 per share.

For the third quarter, revenue rose 5% from prior year to $448 million, or 7% excluding foreign exchange. Robust growth in Scientific, Technical, Medical, and Scholarly (STMS) and Professional/Trade (P/T) drove results.

For the quarter, operating income of $70 million rose 2% compared to prior year, or 7% excluding foreign exchange. As previously reported on SEC Form 8K filed on February 4, 2011, Wiley recorded a bad debt charge of approximately $9 million (after-tax $6 million) related to Borders Group Inc. ("Borders"), which represents the difference between the Company's outstanding receivable and expectation of potential offsets and recoveries in the future, as well as existing reserves for Borders. The Company does not anticipate any additional charge or bad debt expense with respect to this customer. Excluding the bad debt charge and prior year restructuring and impairment charges of approximately $3 million, adjusted operating income rose 11%, or 16% excluding foreign exchange. Top-line results and improved margins due to higher revenue from digital products drove the improvement. Technology Services expense increased approximately 28% to $32 million reflecting ongoing investments in digital products and infrastructure, such as WileyPLUS, eBooks, backfiles, and Wiley Online Library.

Adjusted to exclude this quarter's bad debt charge of $0.10 per share, last year's impairment and restructuring charge and foreign exchange, earnings per share (EPS) rose 22% in the quarter to $0.84. Top-line results and lower interest expense were partially offset by higher technology investments. On a reported basis EPS grew 4% in the quarter to $0.74, or 13% excluding foreign exchange.

Revenue for the nine months grew 3%, or 5% excluding foreign exchange. On a year-to-date basis, EPS adjusted to exclude the $0.10 per share bad debt charge and the $0.17 per share prior year impairment and restructuring charges grew 15% to $2.44 including foreign exchange. On a reported basis, EPS grew 20%, or 25% excluding foreign exchange.

Free cash flow for nine months increased 19% to $206 million. Wiley has repurchased 222,000 shares at a cost of $10 million this fiscal year. A four million share repurchase program was announced in September 2010. Net debt (long term debt less cash and cash equivalents) decreased by $243 million from a year ago.

**Management Commentary**

"Wiley's unique combination of businesses, robust strategies, and sharp focus on the execution of our plans continue to serve us well," said William J. Pesce, President and CEO. "STMS exhibited solid top-line growth this quarter, driven by higher institutional sales and new society relationships. Calendar year 2011 journal renewals are ahead of last year, both in timing and overall value. The shift to online books continues. Wiley Online Library received the Best eProduct/Multidiscipline Platform Award from the Association of American Publishers."

Mr. Pesce continued: "Professional/Trade bounced back from a tough second quarter, led by business and cooking books. Sales of eBooks grew and had a positive effect on gross margin. In December, Wiley stopped shipping to Borders and in February we announced the bad debt charge. Borders was projected to account for less than 5% of Professional/Trade revenue in fiscal year 2011, down from more than 10% of revenue a few years ago. Customer purchasing patterns continue to shift, as reflected in the sales of eBooks, the success of online retailers, and the performance of some brick and mortar booksellers. Wiley is well-positioned to capitalize on this shift as a result of our publishing strategy and multi-channel selling around the world."

Mr. Pesce added: "Higher Education is performing well off a record-setting prior year with strong growth in the US partially offset by a revenue decline in Australia. Higher Education's gross margin continued its upward trend, increasing to 68.5% through nine months of the year, up from 67.6% a year ago, reflecting increased sales of high margin products, including WileyPLUS, eBooks, and custom publishing."

**Outlook**

Mr. Pesce concluded: "Based on year-to-date results, market conditions and leading indicators, we reiterate our fiscal year 2011 guidance of mid-single-digit revenue growth on a currency neutral basis. Excluding the effect of foreign exchange, the Borders bad debt charge and the first quarter deferred tax benefit, we project EPS growth of approximately 10% from fiscal year 2010."
year 2010 adjusted EPS of $2.58.”

Foreign Exchange
The foregoing and following references to “currency neutral basis,” “excluding foreign exchange” and “performance basis” exclude the effect of foreign exchange transactions and translations. The weighted average foreign exchange translation rates reflected in Wiley’s income statement during fiscal year 2010 were approximately 1.60 Sterling and 1.40 Euro for the full year and 1.55 Sterling and 1.30 Euro for the nine months.

SCIENTIFIC, TECHNICAL, MEDICAL, AND SCHOLARLY (STMS)

- Third quarter revenue +8% excluding FX, +6% YTD
- Third quarter contribution to profit +12% excluding FX and prior year restructuring and impairment charges, +8% YTD
- Calendar year 2011 journal subscription billings showing growth in-line with expectations; 73% of targeted full year business closed at quarter-end, up from 68% at the same period last year
- Signed publishing contracts in the quarter for 13 new society journals; renewed or extended 52 journal publishing contracts; and lost 1

STMS revenue for the quarter was up 4% to $238 million, or 8% excluding foreign exchange. Journal revenue increased by $14 million excluding foreign exchange, reflecting increases in license values, new business, accelerated renewals, and global rights income, partially offset by lower journal supplement sales. Book revenue excluding foreign exchange grew 9%, reflecting higher online and print sales.

Direct contribution to profit grew 6% to $97 million, or 12% excluding foreign exchange and a prior year $2.8 million impairment/restructuring charge. Including the impairment and restructuring charge, direct contribution to profit for the quarter grew 9%, or 15% excluding foreign exchange. Top-line growth drove results.

STMS revenue for the nine months was up 1% to $712 million, or 6% excluding foreign exchange. Top-line results were driven by journal subscription and backfile revenue, and book sales, both print and online. Direct contribution to profit for the nine months, excluding last year’s impairment/restructuring charge, rose 1% year-to-date and was up 8% on a currency neutral basis.

Society Activity

- 13 new society journals signed in the quarter; 36 year-to-date
- 52 renewals/extensions in the quarter; 77 year-to-date
- 1 journal not renewed in the quarter; 3 not renewed year-to-date

Key New Contracts

- The ten journals of the American Counseling Association, the world’s leading association for professionals in counseling
- International Dental Journal on behalf of the FDI World Dental Federation
- Journal of Business Logistics with the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals
- International Journal of Paediatric Obesity on behalf of the International Association for the Study of Obesity

Institutional Sales

- Large backfile agreements signed with universities in Germany, the US, South Korea, Israel, the Netherlands and Australia
- Online book and reference work agreements signed with universities in the US, South Korea and Turkey, and a major US-based corporation
- Cochrane Library agreement signed with an Indian government agency
- Agreements with corporations worldwide for online advertising, webinars, corporate reprints, supplements, etc.

Alliances

Wiley formed a partnership with the Association of American Geographers to publish a definitive reference work online and in 15 print volumes. Intended to be the most authoritative and complete resource in its field, the International Encyclopedia of Geography will range across physical and human geography and related areas of earth and environmental science.

Wiley Open Access

Wiley Open Access, a program of open access journals in the life and biomedical sciences, including neuroscience, microbiology, ecology, and evolution, was launched in collaboration with international professional and scholarly society partners. Authors will pay a publication charge upon acceptance of their articles into these open access journals. Wiley will introduce a range of new funded business models to enable academic and research institutions, funders, societies, and corporations to actively support their researchers and members who wish to, or are required to, publish in open access journals. Each new journal will appoint an editor-in-chief and editorial board responsible for ensuring that all articles are rigorously peer-reviewed. These new journals will be offered with the full functionality of Wiley Online Library.
Other Digital Initiatives

In December, Wiley launched new mobile applications for selected health science journals, accessible via iPhone, Blackberry, Android, Symbian, PalmOS, and WAP devices. The applications will allow for the mobile delivery of title and abstract listings of articles with a feature that will enable users to create a “reading list” of desired full-text articles, available from the user’s desktop computer through Wiley Online Library. Additional features include listings of upcoming events, society news, and publication information.

Awards and Accolades

Wiley was recently honored with 17 prizes at the PROSE Awards ceremony in Washington DC, hosted by the Association of American Publishers. Prizes for excellence in professional and scholarly publishing were awarded to 15 Wiley publications in subject areas ranging from economics to biomedicine. Wiley Online Library received the eProduct/Best Multidiscipline Platform Award.

PROFESSIONAL/TRADE (P/T)

- Third quarter revenue up 7% both including and excluding FX, 3% YTD
- Third quarter contribution to profit up 22% excluding FX and the bad debt charge, 7% YTD
- Modest gross margin improvement from higher eBook sales
- Quarterly eBook revenue nearly doubled over prior year to $5 million
- eBook revenue for nine months reached $15 million

P/T revenue for the nine months grew 7% to $114 million, both on a reported and currency neutral basis despite no orders being accepted from Borders after late December. The performance was attributed to strong growth in the business/finance and cooking categories, offset by weakness in psychology. Growth in the US, UK, Germany, Canada, and China offset weakness in Australia and India.

Direct contribution to profit fell 16% to $21 million for the quarter, reflecting a bad debt charge of $9 million related to Borders ($6 million after-tax). Wiley does not anticipate any additional charge or bad debt expense with respect to Borders. Excluding the bad debt charge, direct contribution to profit for the quarter was up 22%. Gross margin increased modestly from higher eBook sales and improved inventory management.

P/T revenue for the nine months grew 3% to $327 million both on a reported and currency neutral basis. Growth in business/finance, professional education, and technology was offset by lower consumer and architecture sales. Year-to-date direct contribution to profit was down 6% to $71 million. Excluding the bad debt charge and unfavorable foreign exchange, direct contribution to profit for the nine months rose 7%, reflecting top-line growth and lower accrued incentive compensation.

Third Quarter Sales (excluding FX)

- Business grew 16%, with leadership, investing, and marketing driving results
- Consumer rose 6% due in large part to a strong holiday season for cooking books
- Professional Education grew 13%
- Technology, which maintained its #1 market position, was flat against a strong prior year
- Architecture, yet to rebound from the recession, was flat with prior year
- Psychology was down 8%

EBooks

- eBook sales nearly doubled in the quarter to $5 million and reached $15 million for the nine months

Other Digital Initiatives/Products

- In the third quarter, seven mobile apps were released for the Apple platform
- An iPad version of *How to Cook Everything* by Mark Bittman was released in December with strong sales
- Two events licensing agreements launched with Hotels-Paris and Teletext Holidays, both integrating Wiley global events content into their websites, alongside hotels and holiday package products, to provide timely reasons to make reservations

Alliances

Wiley finalized its agreement with the Tax Institute at H&R Block to create exam prep product for the new IRS Tax Preparer certification. The program will include books/eBooks and an online test bank – eventually adding a continuing professional education component.

New Books
• Business and Finance: Wiley CPA Exam Review Test Bank Online 2011 is comprised of separate modules, which allow users to create exams in study or exam modes, answer multiple choice questions and/or simulations, and view exam results and reports for a given module. Wiley International Encyclopedia of Marketing was released in December. With more than 300 entries from hundreds of global experts, the encyclopedia is one of the premier marketing reference resources available worldwide; Debunkery by Ken Fisher was included on the WSJ, and NYT Business bestseller lists.
• Consumer: ASVAB For Dummies, 3e, and ASVAB For Dummies, Premier Edition, by Rod Powers; Spanish For Dummies, 2e, by Susana Walde and Cecie Kraynak; The Paleo Diet Cookbook by Dr. Loren Cordain; Weight Watchers New Complete Cookbook, 4e.
• Technology: Facebook For Dummies, 3e, Book + DVD Bundle by Leah Pearlman and Carolyn Abram; Digital SLR Photography All-in-One For Dummies by Robert Correll; iPad All-in-One For Dummies by Nancy C. Muir.
• Architecture: Interior Graphic Standards, 2e, by Corky Binggeli and Patricia Greichen; A Global History of Architecture, 2e, and Design Drawing, 2e, both by Frank Ching.

HIGHER EDUCATION (HE)
• Third quarter revenue +2% excluding FX, +7% YTD
• Third quarter contribution to profit +2% excluding FX, +12% YTD
• Sales of eBooks, digital content sold directly to institutions, binder editions, and custom publishing were up 24% to $16 million, representing approximately 16% of global HE revenue.
• WileyPLUS revenue in the quarter grew 13% over prior year to $13 million.
• Nationwide efficacy study reveals better student outcomes with WileyPLUS.

Third quarter HE revenue grew 4% to $95 million, or 2% excluding foreign exchange. Solid growth in EMEA and moderate growth in the US drove the results. Contributing to the growth were sales of WileyPLUS and eBooks, and strong performance in engineering and mathematics. Revenue from the Australia higher education and secondary school business was off 9%, currency neutral, due to lower enrollments and a delay in the adoption of the national school curriculum.

Direct contribution to profit improved 5% from prior year to $40 million, or 2% on a currency neutral basis, driven by top-line results.

For the nine months, HE revenue advanced 9% to $258 million, or 7% excluding foreign exchange reflecting market share growth in the US and around the world. Direct contribution to profit increased 14%, or 12% excluding foreign exchange. Top-line growth and improved gross margin from higher digital revenue and manufacturing efficiencies drove the results.

Global Revenue - Third Quarter
• Americas grew 4% to $63 million.
• EMEA rose 12% to $6 million, or 14% excluding FX.
• Asia-Pacific grew 3% to $26 million, but declined 4% excluding FX.

Third Quarter Sales (excluding FX)
• Engineering and Computer Science: revenue increased 25% vs. prior year. Textbooks driving growth include Callister: Materials Science and Engineering: An Introduction, 8e; Rainer: Introduction to Information Systems, 3e; Moran: Fundamentals of Engineering Thermodynamics, 7e; Montgomery: Applied Statistics and Probability for Engineers, 5e; and Horstmann: Big Java 4e and Java for Everyone.
• Science: revenue increased 5% vs. prior year. Textbooks driving growth include Halliday: Fundamentals of Physics, 9e; Solomons: Organic Chemistry, 10e; Grosvenor: Visualizing Nutrition; and Hein: Foundations of College Chemistry, 13e.
• Business and Accounting: revenue was down 7% vs. a strong prior year.
• Mathematics: revenue was down slightly compared to prior year.
• Social Science: revenue was up 17% vs. prior year, driven by sales of Hughes-Hallett: Applied Calculus, 4e, and Mann: Introductory Statistics, 7e.
• Microsoft Official Academic Course: revenue increased 25% vs. prior year, attributable to growth in the Windows Server books.

Digital Sales - Third Quarter
• Global billings of WileyPLUS grew 16% to $10 million.
• WileyPLUS digital-only billings (not packaged with a print textbook) grew 5% to $3 million.
• Deferred and unearned WileyPLUS revenue as of January 31 was $8 million.
• eBook revenue was up 54% to $2.5 million.

WileyPLUS Efficacy Study
A Wiley-commissioned study conducted during the 2009-2010 academic year shows that students at 2-year colleges using WileyPLUS improved their learning outcomes by a full letter grade on the equivalent of a final exam and a half-letter grade for those at 4-year colleges. The study, conducted by the University of Tennessee’s Institute for Assessment and Evaluation (IAE), involved 11 Institutes of Higher Learning (IHLs). Different types of delivery included in-person, online, and hybrid to account for different learning environments. For the impact portion of the study, the enrolled students were not aware that the two sections were part of an experiment where the instructor chose one section to be a control group and the other to be a test group. The impact data was then analyzed by Broadview Analytics, Inc., an independent research firm. The study also showed that WileyPLUS lowers the variance of student outcomes, meaning that the least-prepared students in the class perform better with WileyPLUS.
Note:
The Company provides cash flow and income measures referred to as adjusted EPS and free cash flow, which exclude certain items. Management believes the exclusion of such items provides additional information to facilitate the analysis of results. These non-GAAP measures are not intended to replace the financial results reported in accordance with GAAP.

Conference Call
Wiley will hold a conference call today, March 10 at 10:00 a.m. (EST) to discuss its financial results for the third quarter of fiscal year 2011.

To participate in the conference call, please dial the following number approximately ten minutes prior to the 10:00 a.m. start time: (866) 551-3680 and enter the participant code 1897779#. International callers, please dial the following number approximately ten minutes prior to the 10:00 a.m. start time: (212) 401-6760 and enter the participant code 1897779#

You may also listen to a live audio webcast of the call by accessing www.wiley.com> Investor Relations> Events and Presentations, or http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-370238.html

A replay of the conference call will be available through March 17, 2011 and may be accessed by calling 866-551-4520 and entering pin code 270747#. Additionally, an archive of the webcast will be available at 1:30 p.m. on March 10 at http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-370238.html for a period of up to 14 days.

"Safe Harbor" Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995
This release contains certain forward-looking statements concerning the Company's operations, performance, and financial condition. Reliance should not be placed on forward-looking statements, as actual results may differ materially from those in any forward-looking statements. Any such forward-looking statements are based upon a number of assumptions and estimates that are inherently subject to uncertainties and contingencies, many of which are beyond the control of the Company, and are subject to change based on many important factors. Such factors include, but are not limited to (i) the level of investment in new technologies and products; (ii) subscriber renewal rates for the Company's journals; (iii) the financial stability and liquidity of journal subscription agents; (iv) the consolidation of book wholesalers and retail accounts; (v) the market position and financial stability of key online retailers; (vi) the seasonal nature of the Company's educational business and the impact of the used book market; (vii) worldwide economic and political conditions; (viii) the Company's ability to protect its copyrights and other intellectual property worldwide; (ix) the ability of the Company to successfully integrate acquired operations and realize expected opportunities and (x) other factors detailed from time to time in the Company's filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The Company undertakes no obligation to update or revise any such forward-looking statements to reflect subsequent events or circumstances.

About Wiley
Founded in 1807, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. has been a valued source of information and understanding for more than 200 years, helping people around the world meet their needs and fulfill their aspirations. Wiley and its acquired companies have published the works of more than 450 Nobel laureates in all categories: Literature, Economics, Physiology or Medicine, Physics, Chemistry, and Peace.

Our core businesses publish scientific, technical, medical, and scholarly journals, encyclopedias, books, and online products and services; professional/trade books, subscription products, training materials, and online applications and Web sites; and educational materials for undergraduate and graduate students and lifelong learners. Wiley's global headquarters are located in Hoboken, New Jersey, with operations in the U.S., Europe, Asia, Canada, and Australia. The Company's Web site can be accessed at http://www.wiley.com. The Company is listed on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbols JWa and JWb.

Language: English